
A LEVEL ESSAY STRUCTURE

A crucial difference between GCSE and A Level is how essays are structured, with However, certain techniques used
within this structure are what can help.

It's helpful to think of the different essay sections as answering a series of questions your reader might ask
when encountering your thesis. If it does, the essay will lack balance and may read as mere summary or
description. Start with the body and work paragraph by paragraph. All this should be considered within the
framework of the genre and context of the piece of writing. An excellent essay should evaluate data and
theory, which goes beyond simple description. Think of your introduction as a thumbnail picture of the whole
essay. This allows you to consider your essay and edit it with a fresh eye. This balance between analysis and
supporting detail is what makes up the skill of' essay writing, and takes time to learn. You should refer
explicitly to the key words of the question and reinforce the points you made in the main body. This is the
longest part of the essay. However, it is also important to consider other major aspects of the genre that might
be considered equally important in purpose, such as its fascination with the supernatural, its portrayal of
artificial humanity and its satirical social attacks. However, you must be very careful how you use quotes.
Begin your next sentence like this: "To be convinced by my claim, the first thing a reader needs to know is.
Here an example of an essay conclusion: Overall, whilst it is certainly true that the characters, plots and
settings of Gothic fiction seem firmly intended to break normal moral and social codes, the great incidence
within the genre of the depiction of the supernatural, and in particular its insistent reference to social injustice
and hypocrisy might suggest that in fact its main purpose was the criticism and reform of society. In a good
essay, the relationship between data and theory should be made clear. At its core an essay is simply an
argument. Read the question several times to make sure you understand what it is asking. The focus of such an
essay predicts its structure. Put the essay aside for a few days. Transition signals can help the reader follow the
order and flow of your ideas. But be forewarned: it shouldn't take up much more than a third often much less
of your finished essay. It is important to demonstrate an understanding that more than one theory can account
for the same set of data, and to understand that no theory can ever be 'proved' although it may be preferred
over other accounts by particular evidence. Make sure the entire essay flows and that the paragraphs are in a
logical order. Mention specific places by name, and communicate the facts accurately. You will firstly claim
that you deserve a raise. Here you're anticipating your answer to the "why" question that you'll eventually
flesh out in your conclusion. Paragraphs, like the essay overall, also have an expected structure. Starting cuts
down on anxiety, beats procrastination, and gives you time to develop your ideas.


